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By  Edmund R. Janash, Jerrold D. W e a r ,  
and Robert R. Hibbard 
Methods for  predicting  the carbon-forming propensity of turbo je t -  
engine fuels frm results of simple laboratory tes ts  of the  fuels  are 
discussed. The accuracy and re l iab iu ty  of the methoda, and the sim- 
plicity of the  laboratory  tests required, are considered w i t h  .a view 
taward the  application of such methods f o r  the  control of je t   fuel  
quality. The prediction of carbon deposition frcm fuel characteristics 
including arcmatic content, hydrogen-carbon ratio,  distillation tem- 
ratory carbon-deposition tes ts  is illustrated with data from several 
turbojet-cambustor tes t  units and a large number of widely different 
fuels. 
I peratures,  gravity, and aniline  point, and  from several  empirical labo- 
O f  the methods considered, the prediction of carbon deposition 
from a function of hydrogen-carbon ratio and volumetric average boi l ing 
temperature (NACA K factor) was  one of the most accurate. Results of 
tes ts  of a large rider of fuels in a J33 tubular c d u s t o r  indicated 
an average deviation of the carbon-deposition data  fromthe  predicted 
correlation of 16  percent, which was comparable t o  the deviation of 10 
t o  20 percent eaected with data for any one fuel. Since conventional 
methods for determining the hydrogen-carbon ratio of a fuel may be more 
cmplex  than would be desirable  for  routine  fuel  quality  control, empir- 
ical correlation methods for estimating this factor were cnmpared. The 
prediction of carbon deposition from such estimated values of hydrogen- 
carbon ratio are subject t o  greater inaccuracies than are encountered 
in  the  prediction from determined values of hydrogen-carbon ratio. 
Precision canparable t o  the mACA K factor method was obtained in  
the  prediction of carbon deposition from smoking tendency of the  fuel 
by a laboratory lamp. This method, although requiring one of the least 
establish  the reproducibility of the  test method among laboratories. 
c complex tes t  techniques, was considered t o  require  additional  data t o  
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Based on limited  data,  previously  obtained on full-scale  turbojet 
engines,  the  numerical  limits  of  the fuel quality  control  methods  were 
established  at an NACA K factor  of 310 ofa smoking tendency of 13. 
A critical  problem  encountered  in  the  operation  of  turbojet  engines 
with  current,  wide-boiling-range  hydrocarbon Rzels is  combustion-chamber 
carbon  deposition. The formation of carbon on fuel  injectors  causes 
alterations  in  fuel-spray  pattern  with  possible  effects on conibustor 
performance;  similar  effects on performance  can  result Prom the  deposi- 
tion of carbon on primary  air-entry  ports.  Altitude  starting m y be 
impaired  by the deposition of carbon on sp&rk plug  -electrodes,  which 
either  shorts  the  el8ctrodes  completely or causes the spark to occur  at 
positions  other  than  the  intended  gap  (reference 1). Finally,  the 
deposition  of  carbon a high-temperature  areas of combustor  liners  pro- 
motes  liner  cracking  and  warping  from  excessive  temperature  gradients 
and variations in thermal  expansion  rates. 
For combustor  operation  at  any  required  conditions,  carbon  deposition 
is  dependent upon two  factors:  couibustor  design  (including fuel injec- 
tion  and  ignition)  and  choice f fuel.  While  carbon  deposition may be 
reduced  considerably in future  combu~ltor  designs,  the  cambustor  modifi- 
cations  necessary in current  designs may result  in a deterioration  of 
other  performance  characteristics.  With  respect  to  the fuel prope&ies, 
however,  changes  which  alleviate  the  carbon-deposition  problem  also 
promote,  in  general,  increased mer-all performance.  Therefore,  if 
limits in Are1 characteristics  can be selected  which  will  adequately 
control  carbon  deposition  without  an  excessive  compromise  in fuel ava l- 
ability,  the  inclusion  of  such  limits  in  turbojet-engine-fuel  specifica- 
tions  would  be  desirable. 
(i 
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A substantial quantity of data has been  obtained  at  the NACA Lewis 
laboratory,  and  at a number of other  laboratories,  describing  the 
effects  of  various  fuel  properties on carbon  deposition in small-scale 
and  full-scale  single-tube  combustors  and  in  full-scale  engines. Sev- 
eral correlations  developed  from  these  investigations,  together  with a 
number of relatively  simple  laboratory  test  procedures, have been sug- 
gested  as  possible  methods  for  estimating the carbon-deposition  pro- 
pensity  of  fuels.  The  purposes  of  the  discussion  presented  herein  are 
(1) to  describe  and  compare  the  prediction of carbon  deposition  by  means 
of  these  fuel-property  correlations and epirical laboratory  tests,  and 
(2) to consider their use €n fuel procurement specifications for the . 
control of turbojet-engine  'carbon  deposition. 
" 
The fuel characteristics  which  are  considered  as  representing  chemi- 
cal  and  physical  properties of the fuel include  the  hydrogen-carbon 
ratio,  aromatic  cantent,  aniline  point, A.S.T.M. distillation  temperatures, 
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and gravity. The empirical laboratory tests representing fuel combus- 
tion properties include smoking tendency (reference 2) ,  flame plate 
(reference 3), and "pot" burner (unpublished). No detailed considera- 
tion is  given small-scale conibustor tests,  since such tests would not 
represent simple routine laboratory control methods. In order t o  com- 
pare the applicability of the suggested carbon-deposition control 
methods t o  broader ranges of conibustor types, combustor operating condi- 
t ions,  and fuel properties, carbon-deposition data obtained a t  a number 
of laboratories, in addition t o  the NACA L e w i s  laboratory, are included. 
Comparisons of the relafive merit of these  control methods w i l l  
include consideration of not only the accuracy of carbon-deposition pre- 
diction, but also the complexity of the required laboratory test. A 
description of the equipment, persom.81, and time requirements f o r  the 
various  laboratory  tests  required is presented  herein. 
Fuels. - The chemical and physical properties of the  fuels   iwest i -  
gated a t   the  MCA laboratory are presented in table I. Pertinent prop- 
e r t ies  of the majority of fuels investigated a t  other laboratories are 
presented in  tab le  11. In order t o  avoid errors in carbon-deposition 
data  arising from lead  deposition,  leaded  fuels are not  inauded herein. 
/ 
Apparatus. - Carbon-deposition data were obtained a t  the NACA labo- 
ra tory  in  a single-tube 533 and a 10;B.-inch-diameter annular cmus to r .  
These test units were installed in the laboratory supply and exhaust 
fac i l i t i es  as  sham schematically i n  figure 1. Complete descriptions 
of NACA test apparatus and instrumentation are presented in  reference 4 
(533 combustor) and reference 5 (annular combustor), and of those used 
by other  laboratories in  references  noted in   t ab le  11. 
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A description of laboratory  fuel  test  methods considered is pre- 
sented in appendix A. . .  
Procedure. - The 533 and annular combustor investigations (MBCA) 
were conducted a t  the following conibustor t e s t  conditions: 
Canibus t or 
J33 Annular 
Condition 
Inlet-air pressure, in. Hg absolute 
2 4 Test duration, hr 
.Ol75 .0120-.0123 Fuel-air ratio 
2.50 2.87 A i r  flow rate, lb/sec 
100 271 Inlet-air  temperature, 9 
40 .O 53.9 
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5. 
The  quantity of carbon  deposited  was  determined  bJI  weighing  the  cam- 
bustor  irmer  liner  before  and  after  each  test  run. The liner  was  cleaned 
prior  to  each run with  mchanical  rotating  wire  brushes.  The  test con- 
ditions  ,and  procedures  used in the  investigations of other laboratories 
are  presented in-the references  noted  in  table 11. 
.1 
RESULTS AIXD DISCUSSICRI 
In the  following  discussion, primary consideration  will  be  given to 
carbon-deposition  control  methods  which  involve  direct  measurements of 
the  physical  and  chemical  characteristics of the fuel, since  these 
characteristics  should  fundamentally  determine  the  carbon-f orming pro- 
pensity  of  the  fuel.  Because of the  simplicity of the  laboratory  tech- 
niques  involved,  consideration  will mxt be  given  to  those  control 
methods  which  involve only indirect  measures of the  physical  and  chem- 
ical  characteristics. Finally, the several  empirical  laboratory  tests 
which  simulate,  to a certain  extent,  actual  combustor  carbon-forming 
conditions  will  be  considered. A detailed  discussion of the reproduc- 
ibilitpand  the  laboratory  equipment  and  personnel  requirements f o r  the 
various fuel quality  control  tests  is  presented  in  appendix A. 
Fuel  Composition  and  Volatility 
Aromatic content and A.S.T.M. distillation  temperature. - Results 
of many early cdustor investigations  indicated,  qualitatively,  that an 
aromatic-type  fuel  produces  larger  quantities of carbon than do other 
types of fuel. In addition,  it  was  observed  that a reduction in fuel 
volatility increases carbon  deposition.  These  two  fuel  properties  were 
combined  (reference 6) to  correlate  carbon  deposition  with  the  function 
percent  aromatics  plus 0.10 times  the  80-percent  A.S.T.M.  distillation 
temperature.  Although  satisfactory  correlations  were  obtained  by one 
laboratory  (reference S ) ,  the  same  function  applied  to  data  obtained in 
the two  combustor test units  at  the NACA laboratory  resulted in a rela- 
tively  poor  correlation  (fig. 2). A substitution of the  90-percent A.S.T.M. 
distillation  temperature  for  the  80-percent  temperature,  according 
greater  weight  to he even less volatile  fuel  fractions, may in some 
cases  improve  this  correlation. 
From very limited  data,  correlations of carbon deposition  with  func- 
tions of the  high-boiling  (greater  than 40O0 F) aromatic  content and 
with  functions of the  naphthalene  content  have  been  suggested. A seri- 
ous obJection  to  any  of  these  correlations s possible  control  methods 
is the  difficulty  and  inaccuracy of the  direct  determination f fuel 
composition  (appendix A) . 
HydroRen-carbon  ratio  and  volumetric  average  boiling  temperature. - 
Since  it  appears  from  the  results  cited  previously that increased 
tu 
tu 
rp 
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aromatic  content  and  decreased  volatilFty of he  &drocarbon  fuel  will 
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increase  carbon  deposition, a correlation  including a direct  measure of 
these fuel characteristics  was  developed.  Thus a function of the 
hydrogen-carbon  ratio  and  the  volumetric  average  boiling  temperature, 
the K factor  (appendix A), was  used  to  predict  the  carbon-deposition 
characteristics of 19 fuels in the  annular  combustor  (reference 5) and 
was  later  applied  to  limited  single-tube-combustor  data  (references 4 
and 7). The K factor  correlations  obtained  are  presented in figure 3. 
The  correlation sham in figure 3(a) includes  data of references 4 and 7 
and additional  data  obtained  over a considerable  period of time  in  two 
similar J33 combustor  test  setups  operated  at  similar  conditions. 
Figure 3 (b)  presents,  for  comparison  purposes,  the  correlation of data 
from  reference 5C(amlar conibustor). The application of this  correla- 
tion  to  data  obtained  from  several  other  laboratories (data which 
include  hydrogen-cazbon-ratio  analyses of the fuels)  is  shown  in  fig- 
u r e  4. Ikta  obtained  in 531 combustors  are  presented  in  figures 4(a)
to 4(d) ; in general, only marginal  correlations  were  obtained. The 542 
combustor  data  (fig. 4(e) ) indicate  very  poor  correlation,  and  the 
limited J33 combustor  data  {fig. 4(f )), good  correlation. In these 
correlations,  also, a difficulty  is  encountered  in  the  determinatkm  of 
one m e 1  factor, the hydrogen-carbon  ratio.  The  various  methods  which 
may be  used  to  obtain  this  factor are discussed in appendix A. 
Related  Fuel  Properties 
API gravity  and  volumetric  average  boiling  temperature. - Since  for 
most  hydrocarbon fuels a relation  exists  between  the  hydrogen-carbon 
ratio  and a function  of  the  boiling  temperatures  and  gravity  (refer- 
ence-8),  it  would  be  expected  that  the  hydrogen-carbon  ratio may be elimi- 
nated from the  carbon-deposition  correlation.  The  resulting  correlation 
involving only gravity  and  the  volumetric  average  boiling  temperature  is 
shown in figure 5 for data obtained  at  the IUCA laboratory. The deriva- 
tion  of  this  correlation  is  described in appendix A. The small increase 
in  data  scatter  over  that  observed in figure 3 reflects  the  additional 
error  introduced'in  the  estimation of hydrogen-carbon  ratios of the 
fuels . 
API gravitz. - The gravity  of  typical mixed hydrocarbon fuels will 
indirectly  reflect  both  composition  and  volatility  characteristics.  For 
this  reason,  carbon  deposition  would be expected  to  correlate  with 
gravity.  This  correlation  for NACA J33 conibustor  data  is  shown  in 
figure 6(a). Because of the  eimplicity of the  laboratory  technique 
required  for  this  control  method,  its  application  to  data  obtained  by 
other  laboratories  and  other  combustors  is  presented in figure  6(b) 
to 6(i).  It  is  noted  that  reasonable  correlations  resulted  for  deta 
obtained in the J33 tubular  combustors  (figs.  6(a)  to  6(e))  and in the 
annular combustor  (fig.  6(h));  poor  correlations  resulted  for data 
obtained in the J31 combustors (figs . 6 (f) , 6(  g) , and 6(  i) ) . 
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ApI gravity, aniline point, and volumetric average boiling tempera- - t u re . - An empirical  correlation of the gravity,  aniline  point, and 
volumetric average boiling  temperature-with the hydrogen-carbon ra t io  is 
presented i n  reference 9. The accuracy of hydrogmi-carbon ra t io  esti- 
mates by this method is  discussed in appendix A. The correlation of 
carbon deposition w i t h  hydrogen-.carbcm ratio and volumetric  average 
boiling temperature (fig. 3), using hydrogen-carbon r a t i o s   e s t d t e d  by 
the method  of reference 9, is shown in ffgure 7 (MCA J33 combustor data 2 
only). The deviations from the correlation line are greater than those w 
observed in the ariginal correhtion  (fig.  3), again indicating the 
additional  error introduced i n  the estimatian of hydrogen-carbon ra t io  
by this  method. 
Aniline-gravity constant. - The relations between fuel volat i l i ty  
and gravity, and between hydrogen-carbon ra t io  and anilins  point, eug- 
gest the possibility of correlating carbon deposition with aniline- 
gravity constant (appendix A ) ,  This correlation far data obtained a t  
the NACA and other laboratories is  presented in figure 8. Again, rea- 
sonable correlations were indicated with data obtainsd i n  the J33 tubu- 
lar couibustors (figs. 8(a) to   8 (c)  ) and poor correlations were obtained 
with data obtained in  the J31. combustars (figs. 8(a) and 8 (e ) ) .  
Empirical  Laboratory Tests 
s m a l r i q  tenbncy. - The cclrrelatiorr Crp the smoking tendency of 
fuels with cmbon deposition is presented i n  figure 9 for  data obtained 
a t  the NXCA and other laboratories. The smakin@; tendency of a fuel is. 
represented by 320/h, where h Fs equal t o  the maximum height of a 
smoke-free flam (appendix A ) .  The correlations obtained with 533 can- 
bustor data (figs. 9(a) and 9(b)) were si-icantly better than those 
obtained with 531 data (fig.  9(c)) and with annular combustor data 
( f ig .  9(d)). Some improvement in the annular couibustm correlation was 
obtained bg. including a function of the volumetric average boiling tem- 
perature (reference 2 ) ,  as shown in  figure lO(a) . Application of  this 
conibined factor t o  the 333 data of figure 9(a), however, somewhat 
reduced the degree of cor.relatian, as indicated i n  figure 10fb). These 
results would iurply that the empirical function of smoking tendency and 
volumetric average boiling temperature may not be generally  applicable 
to   different  cambustors or combustor operating conditions. 
Pot burner. - Very lbnited data have been obtained on a pot-type 
burner suggested as a possible. carbon-deposition fuel  control  test .  
For four fuels  distributed t o  various labonitories by the- Coordinating 
Research Council (CRC), the  results of the one laboratory conducting 
pot-burner tes t s  (unpublished data from the Texas C-) indicate 
marginal agreement with NACA 533 carbon-deposition data, as sham in  - 
figure 11. 
* 
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Flame plate. - Limited data are available for  this suggested carbon- 
deposition rating test. A comparison of flame-plate data (unpublished 
data from the California Research Corporation) and ESACA J33 combustor 
data for the same CRC fuels noted  previously  indicates  relatively poor 
agreement (fig. 12  (a) ) . A Comparison of flazna-plate data with carbon- 
deposition data from another full-scale tubular combustor (reference 10 
and unpublished data from California Research Corporation) sham i n  
figure 12(b) indicates a fair agreement of data. 
Small-scale burners. - No detailed  consideration w i l l  be given t o  
the use of small-scale (2-in. diameter) burners as a fuel quali ty con- 
t r o l  technique. Carbon-deposition h t a  obtained i n  these units have, in 
most cases, compared favorably with data (unpublished) obtained in 
single-tube, full-scale cambustors. 
Comparison of Methods of Predicting Carbon-Deposition 
Characteristics of Fuels 
Before the  re la t ive merits of the fuel quality  control methods are 
compared, the accuracy of carbon-deposition data used i n  deriving the 
methods should be examhed. Results of a recent cooperative carbon- 
deposition pr.ogram sponsored by the CRC allow an estimate t o  be made of 
the expected reproducibility of carbon-deposition daea. For each of a 
large nmiber of laboratory test units, i n  which more than one test run 
was conducted on each fuel, the following average and mxim deviatiom 
of the data were determined: 
Laboratory test unit 
A (small-scale conibustor) 
B (small-scale conibustor) 
c (small-scale conibustor) 
D (small-scale corribustor) 
E (small-scale conibustor) 
F (small-scale combu.stor) 
G (small-scale combustor) 
E (small-scale combustor) , 
I ( fu l l - sca l e  cdus to r )  
5 (full-scale couibustor) 
K (pot burner) 
L (flame plate) 
NACA (fuil-scale conibustor) 
26 
54 
15 
26 
39 
15 
13 
35 
8 
23 
12 
42 
4 
Maximum deviation 
(percent) 
103 
200 
44 
E O  
134 
48 
39 
29 
35 
62 
27 
83 
14 
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It I s  apparent  that  average  deviations i  carbon-deposition data 
from 10 to 20 percent can be normally expected;  individual  deviations 
as high a8 100 to 200 percent may occur. Thus, any carbon-deposition 
correlation  techniim  must  be  established front test data which include 
duplicate  test runs on each fuel. Similarly,  correl~tions  applied to 
data representing few, if any, dqplicate r w s  may exhibit large inherent 
deviations. 
The  comparison of the  relative  merits of the  various fuel quality 
control  methods ell include  consideration of the accuracy, or relia- 
billty, of the  control and of the  complexity of the experimental  labo- 
ratory  techniques  required. The accuracy of each  control  method may be 
judged from camparisan of the  average  and  the maxirrmm deviatione of the 
carbon+eposition  data f r o m  the  predicted  correlation  curve.  Suffi- 
ciently  complete  chemical nalyses were  available only for the  fuels in 
the 533 conibustor  at the aacA laboratory  to compare all  quality  control 
methods  with a single  set of data. Also, these  data  indicated a repro- 
ducibility  at  least  comparable  to  that  obtained by a y of the  other lab- 
ratories.  For  these reasom the  comparison  is  restricted  to  this parti- 
cular  investigation: 
Number 
(percent)  (percent) included 
deviatian  deviation of fuels 
Maximum Average 
Fuel  composition and volatility 
- - . . . . , 
Aromatic  content-A.S.T M. 80-percent 
Eydrogen-carbon  ratio and volumetric 
distillation  temperature 
20 average  boiling  temperature 
20 
Related  fuel  properties 
Gravity and volumetric  average  boiling 
temperature 20 
Gravity 
Epbogen-carbcm ratio  (estimated fYom 
20 
gravity,  volumetric  average  boiling 
temperature,  aniline  point)  and volu- 
metric  average  boiling  temperature 14 
Aniline-gravity  constant 14 
40 I 177 
16 85 
. .  - 
23 
140 24 
118 
33 
200 36 
I50 
Empirical  laboratory  tests 
1 
Smoking tendency 
Smoking tendency and. volumetric  average 
65 16 16 
boiling  temperature 16 21 
117 - 63 4 Flame  plate 
400 123 4 Pot burner 
65 - 
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1 These deviations must be considered  qualitative only, since varia- 
t ians in the fa i r ing of correlation curves through data a t  very low 
values of carbon deposition abnormally affect the determined deviation. 
N 
N 
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The comparison presented  .indicates that a nuuiber of quality  control 
methods wil predict carbon-deposition characteristics of fue ls   in  the 
533 single canibustor w i t h  an average deviation of less  than 25 percent, 
a limit which may, on the  basis of data  reproducibility, be cansidered 
satisfactory. These quality control methods include: hydrogen-carbon 
r a t io  and volumetric average boi l ing temperature; p a v i t y  and volumetric 
average boiling temperature; gravity3 smoking tendency; and smoking ten- 
dency and volumetric  average boiling temperature. 
MElximum deviations are also of interest   since  they  reflect  the 
possibil i ty of unsatisfactory  fuels  being  acceptable  within  specified 
control limits, and conversely, of rejection of otherwise satisfactory 
fuels. For the control methods resul t ing in  less than 25-percent 
(average) deviation, the corresponding maximum deviations varied f r o m  
65 t o  140 percent. These large deviations may resul t  from (1) the use 
of poor analflical or carbon-deposition data, (2) relatively minor 
deviations occurring a t  very low (and therefore unimportant) values of 
predicted carbon deposition, or (3) the omission of some fuel factor or  
factors f r o m  the correlation. With respect t o  item (3), above, some 
consideration has been given to  the  effect  of two fuel factors, gum and 
s u l f u r  content, on carbon deposition. Various published and unpublished 
results of investigations (for example, references 11 t o  14) of these 
t w o  factors disagree cansiderably; however, f o r  fuels within the we- 
sent turbojet-engine fuel specificatiops, any effect appears t o  be a 
very minor one. 
The lowest average deviations (approximately 16 percent) were 
obtained w i t h  the  correlation of hydrogen-carbon r a t io  and volumetric 
average boiling temperature, and the correlation of smoking tendency. 
The first control method might be considered superior i n  that the carbm- 
forming propensity of the  fuel is related t o  the more fundamental 
characteristics of the fue l .  As noted previously, however, the deter- 
mination of' hydrogen-carbon r a t i o  is d i f f icu l t  and the consuming, as a 
routine laboratmy control test. Some simgler alternative methods for  
determining this factor are discussed in appendix A. It was shown that  
the use of same of these slternative methods (correlations of various 
fuel  properties) results in substantially increased deviations. 
A very  satisfactory  correlation waa indicated f o r  the smoking tend- - ency of a  fuel,  a very s-le laboratory tenchnique  being  required. The 
application of t h i s  method has not been investigated  extensively, and 
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the accuracy of reproducing results amng different  laboratories hae 
not been determined. There are possibil i t ies,  however, that the problem 
of reproducibility analng Laboratories could be minimized through the 
use of a s-le rating  scale employing two reference fuel& (appendix A). 
The simplest of control methods considered include gravity ebnd the 
aniline-gravity  constant,  both of which are presently r e w e d  i n  -1 
specifications. One objection to  the use of gravity aa a control 
method is the inweasin@; effect of gravity on carbon deposition as the 
gravity (OBI) of the -1 is &creased; Also, with both the gravity 
and the aniline-gravity  constant  correlations,  excessive maxinunn devi- 
ations were observed. 
The preceding canlparisons included fUels which may not be cdn- 
sidered for jet-engLnie use because of other  specification limits or 
availabil i ty requirements. A =re reallatic indication of the accuracy 
t o  be  expected with the  correlation parameters may be obtained  by con- 
sidesing only those f’uels having volati l i ty  characterist ics meeting 
the MIL-F-5624A specifications. Table III coarpares the Reid vapor 
pressure an? A.S.T.M. dist i l la t ion temperatures of the fuel8 of 
table I (a )  with the MIL-F-562aA specifications. It is note5 that 
14 fuels meet either the grade JP-3 or the 3p-4 volatility require- 
ments. For these fuels only, the following average and maximum devia- 
tions were detenuined: 
Number 
(gercent ) (percent ) included 
deviatfon deviation of fuels 
Bkxhsnn Average 
Fuel camposition snd vola t i l i ty  
Aromatic content-A.S.T.M. 80-percerrt 
Hydrogen-carbon ra t io  and volumetric 
d i s t i l l a t ion   t e~gera ture  
85 12 14 average boiling -ratme 
17 7 29 14 
Related f’uel properties 
Gravity and volumetric average boiling 
temperature 14 
Hydrogen-carbon rat io  (estimated I ram 
25 l.6 14 Gravity 
U 8  20 
gravity, volumetric average boiling 
temperature, aniline  point) and volu- 
metric average boiling tenperatme 10 30 150 
Aniline-gravity  constant 10 36 200 
Smoking tendency 10 If3 65 
Smoking tendency and volumetric average 
boiling temperature 10 17 50 
Pot burner 2 22 24 
Flame plate 2 30 39 
Rqir ical   laboratory  tes ts  
I 1  mlb 
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It is noted that i n  m a t  cases, the average. deviations were reduced 
somemt; the meximum deviations i n  some cases were reduced substan- 
tially. The lowest average deviations were obtained with the correla- 
t ion of hydrogen-carbon ra t io  and volumetric .average boiling 
temperature. Slightlg greater deviatiom were obtained with correh- 
tiow of gravity, smoking tendency, and -king tendency-volumetric 
average b o u  tempmture. 
For MIL-F-5624A grade JP-B fuels only, the following average and 
max3mm deviations were obtained: 
Number 
(percent) (percent) included 
deviation deviation of fuels 
Maximum Average 
Fuel ccrmpoeition and vo la t i l i t y  
Aromatic content-A.S.T.M. 80-percent 
Hydrogen-carbon r a t io  and volumetric 
d i s t i l l a t ion   t empra twe 
21  12 5 average boiling temperature 
177 62 5 
Related fuel properties I 
Gr8Vity and v o l m t r i c  average 
Gravity 
Hydrogen-carbon ratio (estimated from 
s a v i t y ,  volumetric average boiling 
temperature, ~~LLIE point) and volu- 
metric average boiling temperature 
boiling temperature 
Aniline-gravity  constant I 
Ebgirical laboratory tes ts  
9 16 
l l  ' 19 
19 
26 10 
35 
Smoking tendency 
Smoking tendency and volumetric 
average boiling temperature 
I 3 
8 
Unfortunately, the data available on JP-4 type fuels were so 
limited that no conclusions are Justified. The information in the pre- 
ceding table may indicate  that as the ranges of fuel properties  are 
reduced, improved correlations of some fuel properties with carbon 
deposition may be expected. a 
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AppUcation of Fuel Quality  Control Methods 
I 
One assumption that must be made i n  considering the application of 
the fuel quality  control methods is that fuels wil ra te  shilarly in  
s-e tube and in  full-scale  engines with respect  to carbon deposition. 
Only very Umited quantitative cmbon-deposition data are available 
from full-scale  turbojet-engine  t sts  (references 7 and 15). Data com- k 
paring the  carbon-deposition  eharactxcristics of satisfactory, marginal, E 
and unsatisfactory fuels i n  both single conibustors and -Pull-scale b 
engines are neceesary in order t o  establish limiting v a l e s  of any 
chosen fuel quality control method. The Full-scale engines tested must, 
in addition, represent engines whose operations &re must c r i t i ca l ly  
affected by carbon deposition. 
A t  the present time the limited data available (reference 7) indi- 
cate that a fuel of minimum quality for satisfactory  full-scale (535) 
engine operation must have an W A  K factor (function of hydrogen- 
carkn ratio and volumetric average boiling temperature) of not more 
than 310. Additional data (appendix B) obtained from full-scale 
squadron operation indicate a somewhat higher maximum value of 325. A 
conversion of this q-ty control limit to another control llmit can 
be accompltshea by direct comparison with the quantity of carbon 
deposited i n  the 533 single conibustor. Thus, for smoking tendency the 
. limiting value of 320/h would be 13 .O or 16.5. Similar conversions can 
be mad.@ for gravity, aniline-gravity constant, or any other desired 
quality control  mthod. 
The carbon-deposition data obtained in the CRC program show the 
extent  to which carbon deposition may vary among different conibustion 
c h e e r s  (or clrcrrmferentially, in an ann- chanber) of a full-scale 
engine. In  addition, Large variations i n  carbon deposition nould be 
expected to be encountered in  different flights because of the normal 
variations in operating conditions. It is necessary, then, t o  select 
the most conservative Umit for fuel quslltg  control that would be con- 
sis tent  with availabil i ty of adequate quantities of fuel meeting th i s  
limit. 
The problem of providing a quality  control method f o r  restricting 
the procurement of turbojet engine fuels to  those allowing satisfactory 
operation, with respect to carbon deposition, has been considered. 
Such 8 control, incorporated in procurement specifications, should 
embody the following features x 
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(1) Prevent procurement of any fue l  which may result  in  unsatis- 
factory,,operation, with respect  to carbon deposition, i n  any production 
turbo j e t  engihe. 
(2)  Be sufficiently  flexible to allow procurenment of adequate 
supplies of the fuel in an emergency. 
(3) Be sufficiently simple and reproducible t o  be treated  as a 
routine  quality  control  test. 
The fuel cheracteristics and related fuel properties which w e r e  
considered to  affect  carbon deposition included aromatic content, 
hydrogen-carbon r a t i o ,  A.S.T.M. dis t i l l a t ion  temperatures, gravity, and 
aniline point. Empirical laboratory fuel t e s t s  which simulated carbon 
deposition included smoking tendency, flame plate, and pot burner. 
Considering the  accuracy of correlations  derived from the above 
fuel factors, and the  quality  control requirements enumerated above, two 
control methods w e r e  chosen as being satisfactory. These methods were 
(1) function of hydrogen-carbon r a t io  and volumetric average boiling 
temperature, and (2) smoking tendency. The first method  more nearly 
represents an ideal quality control function; hawever, it entails  con- 
siderable diff icul ty  Fn the determination of the hydrogen-carbon ratio. 
Alternative methods, some relatively untried, are suggested f o r  obtain- 
ing this determination. A t  the present time the most suitable method 
appears t o  be the A.S.T.M. I amg method (D1018-49T). The second quality 
control method cmibined accuracy and sbrplfcity, however, some doubt 
exists at the  present time regarding the reproducibility of the t e s t  
method among different laboratories. Based on limited data, the numeri- 
c a l  l imits of these  control methods which would allow satisfactory  oper- 
ation of mst current turbojet engines were established at an XACA K 
factor of 310, or a smoking tendency of 13.0. 
L e w i s  Flight  Propulsion  Laboratory 
Cleveland, Ohio 
National Advisory C o m m i t t e e  fo r  Aeronautics 
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Introduction 
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The following i s  a brief discussion of the various t e s t  methods 
considered i n  the foregoing report  and includes the  reproducibilities 
which may be expected and the skills, apparatus, and times required f o r  
their  execution. Three categories OP test msthoda are included: 
(a) the convgntional hydrocarbon fuel analyses, (b) factors, cm 
related fuel prapeTties, which can be derived from these analyses, and 
(c) special empirical laboratory tests which have been developed pri-  
marily for evaluating the carbon-deposition tendencies csf turbojet fuels .  
Fuel Analyses 
Distillation,  ,gravity,  aniline  point. - The tes t s  f o r  dist i l lat ion,  
gravity, and aniline poi& w e  well established A.G.T.M. procedures and 
require only average laboratory skills and modset amounts of' equipment 
and time. Al can easily be run i n  any petroleum testing laboratory. 
The A.S.T.M. distillation (reference 16) requires about 1 hour for setup 
and execution and several  tests can be run simultaneausly by a skilled 
operator. Gravity (reference 1 7 )  can be determined i n  a few minutes, 
and aniline point- (reference 18) i n  about 1/2 hour after the preliminary 
dis t i l la t ion of aniline (required daily) which takes about one hour. 
The A.S.T.M. required reproducibilities for these tests are (1) between 
SO and LOO F fo r  the 50-percent distillation temperature for JP-3 and 
JP-4 type fuels, (2)  0.5' API for gravity, and (3) 0.72' F fo r  aniline 
point. The reproducibilities referred t o  herein are the maximum differ- 
ences allowed among the  results of different operators using different 
apparatus. 
Hydrogen-carbon ratio. - The hydrogen-carbon r a t io  can be deter- 
mined by the Liebig combustion train,  by the A.S.T.M. Lamp method, or by 
beta or gamma ray absorption. A large number of combustion-train methods 
can be faurrd In the l i terature  using micro, semimicro, or macro scale 
setups and the equipment coets vary considerably. The macro scale train 
a t  the mACA laboratory requires about 4 hours per detemination and one 
operator can easily run two trainer simultaneously. The micro and semi- 
micro trains require 1 t o  2 hours per determination but it is question- 
able whether more than ons t r a in  could be operated  effectively by most 
laboratory personnel. The reproducibility t o  be expected from Liebig 
t ra in  hydrogen-carbon analyses appears t o  vary with the  operator. 
Results a t   the  NACA invariably check within 0.001 hydrogen-carbon ra t io  
un i t s  but perhaps a reproducibility of better  than 0.002 units should 
not be expected among laboratories. The A.S.T.M. Lamp method (refer- 
ence 19) uses & fairly simple burner and absorber setup and requires 
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about 4 hours per determination, although a RIultiple unit could easily 
be handled by a skilled operatar. The A.S.T.M. required reproducibility 
is 0.06 percent hydrogen, equivalent t o  about 0.001 hydrogen-carbon 
r a t i o  units. The beta and g a m  ray absorption methods are a recent 
development of the Engineering Research Department of the Standard O i l  
Company (Indiana) and l i t t l e  infarmation concerning the equipment cost 
or  the type of personnel required for its qperation is available. The 
time required per determination is probably less than l /2  hour and the 
probable error for the  beta ray method is 0.035 percent hydzogen or 
0.0005 un i t s  of hydrogen-carbon rat io .  
Total aromatics. - Total aromatics are currently being determid 
under the "F-5624A (JP-3 and JF-4) procurement specifications by the 
A.S.T.M. sulfonation and bromine number mbthod (reference 20). The 
accuracy of this test method is questionable, since some j e t  fuels may 
have bromine mmiber6 exceeding the  value  permitted by the scope of the 
A.S.T.M. method. The A.S.T.M. is studying improved methods f o r  this  
analysis and the California Research Corporation's fluorescent indicator 
method (uqublished) appears most attractive at present. This method 
has very M o d e s t  equipment requirements and takes about 4 hours per 
determination, although one operator can run six or more tests simul- 
taneously. Reproducibility of 1 percent is expected. 
HI&-boiling aromatics. - The determination of aromatics boiling 
above 4000 B requires a dis t i l l a t ion  pr ior  t o  analysis of' the plus 40O0 F 
fraction. This dis t i l la t ian  requires  from 1 t o  8 hours depending on the 
desired ~harpness of separation; the subsequent aromatic analysis 
requires from 4 t o  J.2 hours us ing  different procedures. The procedure 
for  the  determination of the plus 4UCl0 F aromatics has not been staad- 
ardized and no estimate  can  be made at  present as t o  the time  require- 
ments or reproducibility of this determination. 
Naphthalenes. - The naphthalenes, as  a special class of aromatics, 
have been determined, polarographically (reference 21), by ultraviolet 
absorption (reference 22), o r  f'ram refractiety  intercept  (reference  23). 
The first two methods require equipment which probably is not  available 
i n  many testing  laboratories and would take 1 t o  2 hours per determina- 
t ion af ter  the fnstruments have been calibrated. Refractivity intercept 
is a  function of refractive index and specific  gravity and probably 
could be determined i n  most testing  laboratories  in about 1 hour. A l l  
three methods should be reproducible to  about 25 percent of the amount 
of naphthalenes  present. 
Related Fuel Properties 
NACA K factor. - The NACA K factor (reference 5) is given by 
16 
K = (t + 600) (0.7) - 0.259 
where 
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t the volumetric  average boiling  point Fn ?I? 
H/C the wdrogen t o  carbon weight ra t io  
The reproducibility of the K factor is  dependent upon the reproducibility 
of both variables. For a typical borderline quality fuel (t = 330, 
E/C = 0.155, and K = 325), and maximum deviations of f5' 3' i n  t and 
K) ,002 in H/C, a maximum deviation of 8 .O K units and a probable devia- 
t ion of 6.5 K units is obtained. Actual deviations among 4 laboratories, 
for 4 different fuels (omitting one result  obviously in error)  are as 
follows  (unpublished  data) : 
I I 
I I 
t, % 
0.0014 H/C 
3.2 
K 5.7 
8.0 
0.0035 
14 .O 
I I 
Anfline-gravity constant. - The aniline-gravlty constant is the 
product of the a'niline point in ?F and the API gravity. For a border- 
line fuel (aniline point, looo F; API gravity, 45; aniline-gravity cm- 
stant, 4500) and the A.  S.T.M. specified reproducibilities (noted above), 
a maximum expected deviation in  aniline-gravity constant of 82, and a 
probable deviation of 59 is obtafned. 
Estimated hydrogen-carbon ratio.  - Several correlations have been 
proposed for estimating the hydrogen-carbon ra t io  from other fuel prop- 
er t ies .  Watson (reference 8) and Linden (reference 9) have presented 
correlations  for the estimation of hydrogen-carbon ra t io  f'rom d i s t i l l a -  
t ion and gravity. A comparison of these correlations f o r  76 f'uels is 
presented i n  figure 13. The s o m e w h a t  =eater accuracy obtained with the 
Watson correlation (fig. =(a)) can be further improved for Jet  type 
fuels by adding 0.004 uzlits to  the  calculated hydrogen-carbon ratio.  
The correlation of carbon-deposition data with  gravity and volumetric 
average boiling temperatures presented in  figure 5 was obtained from 
this corrected correlation. Thus, the curves of constant gravity were 
determined as follows: assuming that the fuels contain only carbon and 
hydrogen, and that the mean average boiling temperature of a fuel is 
approximately equal t o  the volumetric average boiling temperature, the 
hydrogen-carbon r a t io  was calculated from the Watson correlation equa- 
tion (reference 8) 
c 
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7250 Percent H = 14.2 + (0.173 X O A P I )  - (man averag* B.P., 
corrected  by  the  addition of 0.004 hydrogen-carban  units. The hydrogerr- 
carbon  ratios  obtained for various  gravities  and  volumetric  average 
boiling  temperatures  were  then  substituted in the K equation of refer- 
ence 5 .  
Linden  (reference 9) has also presented a correlation  for  the 
estimation of hydrogen-carbon  ratio from distillation,  gravity,  and 
aniline  point.  The  deviations of the  calculated  hydrogen-carbon  ratio 
from the  experimentally  determined  ones  are  shown  ,gaphically in fig-
u r e  14. Because  both  aniline  point  and  hydrogen-carbon &%  were 
unavailable for the  majority of fuels presented i n  figure l3, a nuniber 
of fuels for which  the  additional  analytical  data  are  available  are 
included. 
Considering only hydrogen-carbon  ratios  between 0.14 and 0.17 (the 
probable  range  for  jet-type  fuels),  the  average  and maximum deviations 
of estimated  hydrogen-carbon  values from analyzed  hydrogen-carbon  values 
are as  follows for each of the  three  correlation  methods  discussed:. 
-0 
Deviation among 
best 90 percent all  points  between 
Deviation  among 
Method of points 0.14 - 0.17 H/C 
Distillation and gravity 
Distillation  and gravity 
Distfllation,  gravity,  and 
(Watson) 
(Linden) 
aniline  (Linden) 
Average 
0.0042 
0.0057 
0 . a 2  I Maximum [ Average I Maximum 0.027 0.008 0.0036 0.011 0.012 0.0044 
Smoke  and  Carbon  Tests 
Sraoking tendency. - A simple  wick  lamp has been used  to  determine 
the maximum heist of a smoke-free  flame.  Smoking  tendency of a fuel  is 
defined as 320, where h is the flame height in millimeters. 
m e  test has very  modest  equipment  requirements  and  can  easily  be  com- 
pleted in 15 minutes. The only indication of its  reproducibility  among 
laboratories  results  from a comparison of flame height6  obtained by 
Phillips  Petroleum  Company  and  by  NACA on four Coordinating  Research 
Council  fuels. 
h .  
- 
18 - 
These results are listed below: 
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Flame height (mm) 
Petroleum 
company 
Fuel mACA Phillips 
RAF 26-50 
RAF 27-50 
24 2 1  
57 . 5 1  RAF 29-50 
27 30 RAF 28-50 
67 62 
c . .. . .  ". - 
Some increase i n  reproducibility m i g h t  be obtained by calibrating the 
lamp on binary fuel blends and reporting smoking tendencies as smoke 
lamp numbers similar  to the use of isooctane and E-bptane in  octane 
rider determinations. This procedure Vmld tend t o  minimize the effect 
of apparatus and operating variables. PreliminSrg-investigaticms have 
been conducted a t  the NACA laboratmy using mixed xylenes and n-decane 
as the rating pair. . The resulting  blending curve of flame hei-&t versus 
conrposition i s  shown in   f igure 15. Also shown i n  this figure are the 
flam6 heights a t  the emoking point for eight of the fuels listed in 
Table I (a) .  The curve shows, for example, that  fuel A with a flame 
height of 26.2 millQuet-ers has a xylene rating of 28, and presumably 
th i s  rating could be closely reproduced in other  laboratories by 
bracketing the sample with blends of the same reference fuels. Since 
the rcglene - n-decane pair may not be desirable from an avaflability 
standpoint, ozher hydrocarbons may be chosen 8s the reference fuels. 
. 
Flame plate. - In the flame-plate test, fuel i s  delivered tkopwise 
t o  the surface of' a tared  stainless  steel   plate maintained a t  a con- 
stant elevated temperature (reference 3) .  The vaporized. fuel is i@- 
ted by a Bunsen burner p i l o t  and, af ter  a specified amount of fie1 is 
burned, the plate is reweighed t o  determine the amount of deposits. 
The test requires approximately (3$ hours. From 5 t o  4796 milligram of 
deposit have been obtained in burning 400-milliliter samples of widely 
varying types af fuels (reference 10). Flame plate data are too limited 
t o  obtain a conclusive estimate of the reproducibility. 
Pot burners. - In the 5-1 ch pot burner test (unpublished informa- 
tion from the Texas Company) ' pounds per hour of fuel are burned with 
37 pounds per hour of l25O F a P r f o r  6 hours and the resulting carbon 
deposits  are scraped from the burner and weighed. 
Four widely differing fuels yielded from 0.3 t o  3.5 grams of carbm 
in  this test with precisiom of the order of f 20  percent (unpublished 
Texas Company data). No estimate can be made concerning the probable - 
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reproducibility for  various units in various laboratories. Apart from 
the lack of general  availabiuty of this unit i n  most laboratories and 
the uncertain reproducibility of the method, t h i s  test appears t o  require 
too much time, fuel, and air  t o  be readily acceptable as a control 
laboratory  test. 
N 
% 
N 
SDMMAKP 
C o n s i d e r i n g  the apparatus requirements, ease, and times for  execu- 
tion, degrees of standardization and reproducibilities, the laboratory 
t e s t s  considered herein can  be  divided  into  the following four groups, 
i n  arder of decreasing desirability: 
1. Distillation, grsvity, and anil ine point are all  A.S.T.M. stand- 
ardized  techniques which could easily be run  with the equipment and per- 
sonnel available i n  any petroleum testing laboratory. The expected 
reproducibilities are well established f o r  a l l  these tests. 
2. Lamp bydrogen is also an A.S.T.M. procedure but  i s  not as cm- 
monLy used as are the tests l i s t e d   i n  group 1. Its performance, however, 
should present no major problem t o  most testing  laboratories. 
* 
3. The percent aromatics (by California Research C o r p ,  Fluorescent 
Indicator method) aad the smoke lamp tests   are  both simple procedures 
and well suited f o r  laboratory control purposes. However, neither 
method has been standardized in   the A.G.T.M. manner and a t  present  they 
may not be acceptable for  fuel  procurement purposes f o r  this reason. 
4 .  The gamma and beta ray absoqtion methods fo r  hydrogen concen- 
tration, the combustion t r a in  hydrogen-carbon analysis, the percent 
aromatics boiling above 40O0  P, the percent naphthalenes, the flame 
plate, and the pot burner methods a r e   a l l  undesirable from a control 
laboratory standpoint a t  the present time. None have beern standardized 
regarding equipment and operation and theF  reproducibil i t ies have not 
been established. In many cases the equipment and skills required appear  
t o  be serious obstacles i n  the i r  use as laboratory control tests. How- 
ever, the beta ray absorption method, i n  particular, appears qui te  
promising and may become available  as  a  rapid and accurate method f o r  
the routine determination of hydrogen-carbon ratio.  
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By C. C. Singleterry and H. E. Alquist 
In order t o  summarize Navy experience w i t h  JP-3 fuel which might 
indicate the efPect of carbon deposition on actual aircraft operation, a 
study has been made of the  aperetianal reports from the Naval Air Test 
Center, Patuxent River, "ryhnd, since June 1949, when two types of air- 
craft  started operation on JF-3. 
During the first par of operation on JP-3 a t  Patuxent an attempt 
was mde by the Fuels Branch, Bureau & Aeronautics, t o  cover a wide 
range of f ie1 quality i n  order t o  determine the  mitabi l i ty  of JP-S far 
service operation. Because of this broad range in fuel quali ty and 
reltxtively complete reporting of flight qperience with the Fuels, pri- 
mary emphasis is given t o  the results of t es t s  conducted between June * 
1949 and May 1950. Th i s  material has been eupplemnted by a review of 
the Patuxent flight results since May 1950 when Jp-3 was used as "shop 
f'uel" a t  Patuxent. 
Letter reports frm Patuxent t o  the Bureau of Aeronautics and con- 
versations with t e s t  p i l o t s  and power-plant maintenance staff were used 
as source material for this report. Although %his constitutes the best 
information available on service experience with JP-3, sufficient 
infom&icm has not yet been obtainea t o  define  clearly  the  effect of 
changes in fuel quality on carbon deposition and, in turn, aircraf t  
re l iab i l i ty  and engine maintenance. 
The Pollawing table includes the  inspection  data f o r  each batch of 
JP-3 used a t  Patuxsnt between Jme I349 and May 1950. Since a fuel  
andysis was made moxxtkly by the N a d  Engineering and Experiment Sta- 
tim of each of the dorage t m k s  of JP-3, each inspection value shown 
in  this table is an average of a t   l eas t   tbee   repor t s .  lhcluded in  the 
table are the NACA X: factors (reference 5) obtained by cdLculating 
hydrogen-carbon ra t ios  by a modified Watson procedure described i n  
W Q e n d i X  A. The H/C ratios and NACA K factors were also determined 
for each inspection report and then averaged f a  this table. 
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Air-Jet gum 
Accelerated gmn 
Sulfur, percent 
Vapor pressure, lb/sq in. 
Specific gravity 
Aromatics, percerrt 
Bromine number 
Disti l lat ion temg., % 
I n i t i a l  boil ing point 
10 
30 
50 
70 
90 
End boiling  point 
Eydroaen-cabon r a t io  
f No. 1 8.3 21.6 
0.333 
5.4 
0.793 
26 .O 
6.0 
106 
148 
262 
350 
424 
490 
555 
0. E07 
11.1 
42.3 
0.491 
5.2 
0.800 
29 .O 
5.0 
105 
148 
291 
372 
431 
500 
557 
0.1491 
350.0 
Procurement 
stock 
5.2 
9.0 
0.112 
6.1 
0.768 
15.3 
2.0 
110 
172 
235 
296 
401 
490 
561 
0.1621 
297 .O 
Maxirmmt 
quality 
1.5 
2.1 
0.027 
4.8 
0.741 
9 .o 
2 .o 
118 
177 
2 13 
246 
309 
433 
4 95 
0.1709 
250 .O 
It w U 1  be noted that the JF-3 fuels have been separated  into 
three groups, roughly according t o  quality. The JP-3 designated Procure- 
ment Stock was included in the flight test program as being intermediate 
in quality and typical of the JP-3 fuels normally obtained on the east 
coast. Batch nuuiber 1 of minimum quality is A i r  Force Fuel PPF-47-4. 
It is interesting  to  note that the designation minimum and m a x i m m  are 
appropriate in rLew of the corresponding RACA K factors. In addition 
it appears that  an extremely broad range of JP-3 fuel quality was 
covered. 
The following table includes abbreviated inspection data for the 
batches of JP-3 used as shop fuel a t  Patuxent since May 1950. As in the 
case of the preceding table, MACA K factors were obtained by calcul- 
ating hydrogen-carbon ratios by the procedure  described in appendix A 
(modified Watson procedure). After Septeniber 1950, consumption of JP-3 
had r i sen   to  the point w h e r e  considerable  variation in fuel quality 
occurred from month t o  month. The period Septaiber through February 
was chosen as particularly  suitable f o r  supplementaxy r.eview of flight 
experience in view of the quantity of Jp-3 consumed (about 620,000 gal) 
and the vasiation Ln f u e l  quality occurring. It w i l l  be noted, however, 
that no fue l  used during this t h e  would appear t o  be as poor as  the 
minimm-quaUty stock  tested earlier. 
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Gravity 
lation 
0.744 0.742 
temp., OF 
D i s t i l -  
10 
290 278  70 
215 208 50 
17 9 17 3 30 
E O  148 
ir 1/8/50 0.745 
E O  
181 
219 
293 
Tc 1 453 1 459 1 460 .1644  0.1644  0.1643 K factor 268.5 268.5 272.0 
.0/5/50 
0.756 
161 
198 
2 99 
4 64 
237 
1/3/50 
0.778 0.748 0.784 0.758 0.760 
4/4/51 3/2/51 1/3/51 12/5/50 
" 
. 
, I  355 1 2:; 1 425 I :!%& 
0,1602 0.1610 0.1631 0.1540 0.1758 
289.0  291.5  285.8  325.8  244.0 
450 481 
183 n: 
262 $i 
320 
384 
457 
0.2583 
3x2 .o 
N 
. -. 
The dates l i s t e d  in  t h F s .  table are the dates upon which a fuel Sam- 
p l e  was drawn from the storage tanks a t  Patuxent. 
"" - 
(June 1949 t o  May 1950) 
Engine A 
Flight  experience was obtained on Engine A w i t h  both  batches of 
the minimum-quality fuel, procurement stock, and the maximum-quality 
m-3. 
When the minimum-quality batch number. 1 JP-3 was first used, it was 
impossible t o  start the engine after s ix  h - w ' s  operation because of 
fouled syark plugs. The fouling wa8 eliminated by modifying the a i r  
flow and increasing the size  of the drain holes in the plugs. There- 
af ter  no.s tar t ing diff icul t ies  were reported. After consuming about 
24,000 gallons of this. fuel, Patuxent reported "considerable" carbon 
deposition on the combustion-chaniber liner-s . Speclf ically, "the depos- 
i ts  were not consistent i n  either location_ or severity of build-up, and 
they seemed t o  be more severe during the 15.3 flight h e s  which were 
devoted t o  a i r - s ta r t  experimentation." It was a lso  reported that in 
using t h i s  batch the aircraft l e f t  a dist inct  trail of black smoke i n  
f l igh t .  This was considered to- be "undesirable -from a tactical view- 
. . .. . 
" . - 
. .. . 
. " - . . . . -. 
. .. " . " 
- .. 
point. !' ." .. . . 
About 24,000 gallons of mximum-quality JP-3 was tested next in 
the same aircraft. "The amount of carbon deposition i n  the combustion 
section was not considered t o  be obgectionable. Carbon deposits were 
found on the sewn& inner section of the outer burner and were of an h 
average depth of one-quarter Inch." 
I 
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Tests subsequently conducted on batch number 2 of the minTaum- 
quality  fuel  revealed "that carbon deposition was  of such severity, 
regardless of the type of operation, that burning continued after engine 
shut down. This i s  believed to have resulted from the saturation of the 
carbon deposits. w i t h  fuel." Crackhg of the combustor & d e r  l iners  
was found and was attributed,  to some degree, t o  the use af JP-3 since 
no reports of similar failures had been received from operating squad- 
rons using AN-F-48 fuel. 
The t e s t s  conducted on procurement stock showed it to be ''more 
satisfactory  for use" than either batch 1- or 2 of the minimum-quality 
Jp-3. "The carbon deposits were not as  severe as those encountered 
w i t h  the  minimum-qdity fuel but  residual  burning (burning af te r  engine 
shut down) w i l l  be experienced with this fuel" on this type engine. 
Another indication of the sui tabi l i ty  of the mELxirmnn-quality and 
procurement stock JP-3 is that Patuxent recammended operational use of 
these fuels in this type aircraft .  
Engine B 
In  130 hours of operation on an airplane  using Engine B with about 
40,000 gallons of min.lmrrm-quality JF-3 (batch l), no difference in air- 
craf t  performance was noticed between AN-F-48 and AN-F-58.  However, as 
was the case when Engine A ia other type sircraSt used th i s  fuel, a 
"distinct trail of black smoke w a s  l e f t  i n  flight. "During the 120- 
hour engine check, excessive carbon deposits were found on several' fuel 
nozzles, and the  majority of combustion liners w e r e  buckled sufficiently 
to require replacement. This engine had been operated f o r  41.5 hours on 
AN-F-48 and 81.6 hours on AN-F-58 fuel.'' In  a subsequent report t o  the 
Bureau of Aeronautics, it was stated that cracking and Ustortion of the 
combustion lfners of Engine B were not  believed t o  be caused by th i s  
fue l  because of the numerous reports from squadrons using this engine of 
liner failures w h i c h  occurred while AN-F-48 w a s  used. 
After 56.5 hour's operation on the maximum-quality fuel, it wa8 
reported that "carbon deposition was negligible." 
Although not  verified by a detailed  report of number of engine 
hours on procurement stock Jp-3, it appears that Engine B w&s operated 
long enough on this fue l  that Patuxent recommended operational use of 
t h i s  fue l  i n  this type aircraft. The same recommendation was  made for  
the maximum-quality fuel. 
Engine C 
"No adverse effect on the conibustion chamber liners, nozzle &La- 
phraps, and turbine wheels" has been noted in-operation of aircraft 
with Engine C with procurement stock JP-3. -
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"Carbon deposits have not been ob3ectionable" when procurement 
stock JP-3 was used in the  aircraft  powered by Engine D. "Occasional 
burning dter engine shutdown has been experienced." 
(my 1950 t o  Present) 
It wil be recalled from the preceding table that the JP-3 "shop 
fuels" a t  Patuxent since May 19% a l l  had lower mAcA K factors than 
either batch of min.trmrm-quality JP-3. If the degree of carbon deposi- 
t ion in  service tests correlated with K factor in  the same manner 
that  carbon deposits increase w i t h  increasing K in laboratory tests, 
no reports of severe carbon degositing  difficulties would be expected 
with these fuels. However, residual burning m i g h t  have been antici- 
pated w i t h  the Engine A especially during January 1951. 
The t o t a l  Jet engine operating time at Patwent, Septeniber 1950 
through February 1951, me sham in  the following table: 
I . I . - -  
Engine 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Operating the, hours 
Sept. Feb. Jan. Dec. Nov. Oct. 
15 25 
l34 222 88 118 121 90 
45 60 33 4 4  48 30 
93 137 100 102 125 45 
31 22 20 38 
Totals 303 441 236 302 319 180 
. . 
.. . ., 
Total 
151 
602 
260 
768 
. .. . . -  
17 81 
- _  
. . .  - 
Although recorde were not avaihble t o  the authors t o  show exactly w h a t  
fuel was used for  each hour of operation, it appears that almost all of 
th i s  time w&8 put on JP-3. (According t o  the average fuel consumption 
figures for these aircraft, a t o t a l  of about 620,000 gallons of Jp-3 
would be consumed i n  the 1781 hours of operation. 676,300 gallons of 
JF-3 were shipped into Patuxent during this period. 1 Although the 
operating time appear8 quite large in  th i s  table, the aqerage time 
accumulated on any one aircraft  is short. For example, the maximum 
time accumuLated by one airplane i n  a month was 90 hours; whereas, the 
average aperating time per month was o n l y  10 hours for all aircraf t .  
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A review of the maintenance records on the jet engines used a t  
Patuxent from September through February was made and no evidence was 
found of excess combustion-chamber cracking, fouled spark plugs or fue l  
nozzles. In discussion w i t h  test p i l o t s   a t  Patwrent 110 operational 
d i f f icu l t ies  were reported w i t h  JP-3 k i n g  this period. It might be 
noted that the very short  operating t i m e  accumulated on any one air- 
craf t  may be a contributing  factor  to the absence of flight interruption 
reports. With regard to residual burning, it was reported that "when 
using JP-3 fuel  residual burning is more exteasive  than when using 
Grade 1l5/145 gasoline; however, residual burning is not considered t o  
be the service problem tha t  it was a year or so ago. The p i lo t s  have 
generally come t o  ignore th i s  phenomenon." 
DISCUSSION  RE ULTS 
The range of JP-3 quality considered in this report i s  i l lus t ra ted  
in  figure 16. Essentially this figure i s  a plot of carbon deposits i n  
grams versus the EACA K factor f o r  a series of fuels  tes ted by the 
WCA in a J33 co&ustor a t  a particular set of conditions. The K 
factor of the various JP-3 fuels  used a t  Patuxent in the past two years 
has been marked; the shaded area represents the range of quality covered 
by the shop fuels. 
It is interest ing  to   note   that  the comments obtained from the 
p i lo t s  on the su i tab i l i ty  of the Jp-3 fuels  tested between June 1949 and 
Easy 1950 ref lect  K factor and correlate fairly w e l l  w i t h  the carbon 
deposition predicted from laboratory tests. The following table shows 
thi6 correlation. 
Fuel 
n&er 
~ 
NACA K Factor 
250.0 
297.0 
340.6 
350 .O 
2.3 
5.6 
11.7 
14.0 
T 
" 
c 
Service Comment 
"not objectionable" 
t o  "negligible" 
"some residual burning" 
t o  "more satisfactory'' 
than  fuel  number 4 
"considerable carbon but 
more severe during a i r -  
s t a r t  work" 
"carbon of such  severity 
a t  a l l  conditions that 
residual burnlng occurs; 
fuel unsatisfactory" 
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The differences in carbon-deposition tendencies s h m  in  this table 
between variaus batches of JP-3 were obtained on easly models of 
Engines A and B. Engine A was designed and developed on aviation gas- 
soline; likewise, Engine B a s  developed on kerosene. Tt is  possible 
that  i f  these engines were developed on MIL-F-5161 (JT-3 referee) 
differences  in the carbon-deposition tendencies would not be so appar- 
ent. 
L 
It will be recalled  that  the purpose of the review wa0 t o  determine 
whether a service carbon-deposition pr0bleM existed and, i f  a problem 
existed, w h e t h e r  it could be re la ted   to  fuel quality. A s i d e  from the 
fuele used a t  Patuxsnt the quality of the Service JP-3 fuels has been 
considerably above that of the so-called minimum-quality fuels. The 
fac t  that no reports of carbon-deposition troubles have been received 
f r o m  service units is therefore not significant . It is  clearly evident 
from the  early Patuxeat tests that  a much larger volume of carbon is 
formed in  all engines when the minimum-quality fuel is used. The extelrt 
and l i fe  of these deposits and their specific effects on engine opera- 
tion or  durability are m o r e  d i f f icul t  t o  assess. 
I n  the Patuxent tests, there were several indications of possible 
service troubles due t o  excess carbon deposits. Cambustor liner buck- 
ling experienced on Engines A and B w a s  attributed t o  the carbon depos- 
i t ing  tendencies of JP-3; however, the validity of this conclusion fo r  
Engine B has since been clouded as the  result  of similar difficult ies i n  
squadrons using aviation gasoline exclusively. Spark plug fouling was 
reported on Engine A but was alleviated by modifying the air flow around 
the plug. Residual burning after shut down was reported on Engine A 
and was a t t r ibu ted   to  a codination af dripping fue l  nozzles and carbon 
deposits. More recent service reports indicate that this trouble is  
experienced with all JP-3 fuels t o  some extent and that a t  present many 
p i lo t s  are ignoring it since the f i re  usu~l ly  goes out within 10 or 
15 seconds. Whether a few recent reports of Engine A combustion chamber 
warping and cracking when JP-3 i s  used are related  to  residual burning 
has not been established. Other possible sources of service troubles 
include nozzle deposits, smoke trails, and the diff icul t ies  encountered 
i n  inspecting  cri t ical  engine par ts  i n  the presence of heavy carbon 
deposits. 
In summarg, there are indications of several types of carbon-deposi- 
t ion  difficulties with minimum-quality fuel  but the problems have not 
yet been clearly defined by service experience. It appears that  further 
tests on minimum-quality fue l  are needed and, i n  view of the wide 
variabiHty  in the occurrence and nature of carbon deposits, It is 
recammended that the tests include operation of a group of a i rc raf t  over 
a period of several months. 
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TABLE I1 - mTEzl ANALYSES AND CARBON-DEPOSITION RESULTS 
(a) 531 combustor (reference 13) 
. " 
~Pue  A.S.T.M. distillation Volu- Qravity 
r a t io  320/h I 1 percentage  evaporated laveraze1 Hydrogen. Smoking (OF) metric (OApI) carbon tendency - 
boil& 
temper- 10 
a%re 
90 50 
. . I  ( p> , 
A 
D 
264  228 212 B 
393 352 334 
C 224  284 348 
275 
482 422 E 
279 276 --- 
F 
Q 
156 256  371 
H 
456 522  572 
326  345  375 
I 175 175 175 
J 145 200 245 1 141 I 209 1 247 
L 336  350  360 
I I I 
~ 
F 
R 
T 
360 
55 
285 
482 
277 
261 
517 
349 
175 
19 7 
19 9 
349 
45.4 
45.3 
55.6 
0.153 12.3 
"" .131 
33.5 
20.0 .142 
40.0 . LL6 
10.8 "- .097 
55.9 7.3  .160 
94.0 
41.1 
26.7  .148 
10.3 
28.9 
.12l 
26.7  .083 
67.2 6.4 
5.1 
"" 5.8 "" 
"" 
"" 
"" 
(b) J33 combustor (reference 24) 
B.S.T.M. d is t i l l a t lo l  
(OF) 
?ercentage evaporatec 
10 90 50 
360 
237  207 159 
626  522 423 
353 294 236 
486  302  146 
348  284 224 
420  384 
186  380  487 
200  224  264 
274  275  277 
158 
480  316  190 
455 310  177 
481 290 152 
364 355  341 
370 260 
334  352  393 
168  310  465 
351  375 411 
145 200 245 
152 . 333  485 
175 175 181 
roolu- 
ne t r lc  
nveraga 
>Oiling 
temper- 
iLture 
(OF) 
388 
285 
294 
311 
1
524 
351 
229 
263 
275 
308 
353 
329
314 
314 
360 
3 79 
197 
323 
177 
38.0 120 
44.5  51 
50.0  123
45.3 1 51 
33.5 
55.9 
51 .O 
55.3 
118 
46.5 
46.3
$7.7 82 
85.4 
36.4 
145 
94 
28.9 
67.2 
46.1 " 
Rniline- 
gravity 
:om tarit 
4,560 
2,310 
2,270 
6,150 
9,840 
7,680 
5,770 
5,520 
-1,910 
10,120 
6,760 
6,020 
3,860 
4,450 
3,910 
5,450 
3,420 
9,740 "-" 
"" 
(c) 531 combustor (reference 12) 
depo- 
s i t i on  
(grams 
~ ~~~ 
2.6 
15.0 
4.0 
6.1 
0.0 
4.3 
8.4 
7.3 
3.3 
0.0 
2.0 
.5 
12.8 ~" 
12.8 
16.8 
4.7 
5.6 
5.6 
5.6 
9.4 
35.6 
3.5 
5.2 
5.3 
5.7 
5.9 
8.2 
12.3 
17.8 
24.6 
6.0 
"" 
Carbon 
depo- 
s l t i on  
(grams I 
10.4 
13.1 
11.2 
4.6 
5.0 
8.2 
39.9 
6.7 
23.3 
3.3 
0.9 
4.3 
9.4 
8.1 
8.9 
14.0 
9.6 
1.0 
10.0 
13.1 
me1 Volu- A.S.T.M. d i s t i l l a t i o n  
.~ 
. (OF) metric 
boiling percentage recovered 
G s a v i t g  
( O M 1 1  
- 
47.0 
30.7 
52.4 
37.2 
35.4 
s i t i on  
1 
181  8510 0.174  1.33
7860 .175 
3160 .117  23.65 
.x) 
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TABLE I1 - FUEL ANALYSES - .  AND CARBON-DEPOSITION RESULTS - Continued 
-: . . . . . . , . . . "  
I- . . 
(d) J31  combustor (reference.6) - 
Fue 1 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
rr :arbon 
iepo- 
sition 
(grams) 
95 
61 
57 
170 
47 
53 
17 
220 
50 
66 
Iydrogen- 
:arbon 
? a t l o  
0.152 
.149 
,162 
.I45 
.163 
.160 
.184 
.143 
.150 
.179 
, .I49 
boiling 
average 
temper- 
- 
10 
- 
177 
188 
221 
164 
340 
3 26 
184 
345 
354 
200 
160 -
T 327 50.8 329 46.5 
372 38.7 
353 46.9 
229 69.0 
79.9  3,710
129.6 6,080 
168.3 11,600 
91.6 3,360 
119.1 4,610 
""_ """ 
. * .., - 
J 'i- - vo lU- ne tric average PPiling 
temp&- 
ature 
(OF) 
- 433" - 
- . .  
359 
329 
28 7 
3 74 
425 
394 
3 59 
421 
419 
216 
276 
280 
283 
4Q0 
29 9 
306 
33 7 
"T 
Fue: 
- 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
P 
Q 
R - 
li 
knillne 
po int 
(OF> 
153 -" "- 
50 
92 "- "- "- 
55 
55 
76 
90 
101 
74 
5-7 
146 
140 "- 
*t"4g 
Carbon 
depo - 
sition 
~. 
(grams) 
3rravitg 
- . .. 
( O A F 1  1 
1_1_ 
44.0 
48.1 
51.4 
45.8 
36.2 
29.7 
37.3 
4% .1 
28.7 
75.2 
53.6 
50.5 
28.6 
4 . a ~  
30.5 
58.1 
58.1 
47.5 
s.+. i 4'  : . . .. . 
A.S .T.M. distillatior 
percentage  recovered 
(OF) 
Anillne- 
g r a v i t y  
conatant 
6730 
"" 
"" 
2290 
3330 
"" 
"" 
"" 
1580 
1575 
5720 
4820 
5100 
3560 
1740 
8480 
8130 - " - 
2 .;'.:' .& .* . . ... :.. ""--1 
L 
" 
- 
90 
'479" 
386 
40 2 
351 
408 
528 
474 
386 
472 
4 70 
280 
366 
348 
3 54 
455 
44.2 
490 
2. .i  - 1 3  
"- 
"z& 
346 368' 
7.7 
6.3 
4.4 
11.7 
13.0 
28.5 
19.5 
6.3 
25.5 
23.5 
.3 
5.2 
9.4 
7.9 
16.0 
2.1 
336 358 
576 414 
377 409 
148 221 
192 271 
214 278 
212 284 
372 . 400. 
. 140 302. 
167 308 
152 1 370 2.6 6.7 
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TABLE I1 - FUEL ANALYSES AND CARBON-DEPOSITION RESULTS - Continued 
( f )  J31 combustor (reference 25) 
Aniline- 
g r a v i t y  
constant 
Fuel fydrogen Carbon 
:arbon depo- 
? a t i o  s i t i o n  
(&rams 1 
a t u r e  
temper- 
(OF) 
" ~ 
176 176 
208 209 
175 176 
228 229 
214 215 
255 345 
317 333 
310 340 
412 442 
350 380 
302 304 
436 528 
390 446 
456 456 
450 515 
177 
209 
176 
230 
215 
442 
358 
368 
548 
422 
304 
6 28 
510 
456 
608 
176 
208 
175 
229 
214 
347 
336 
339 
467 
384 
303 
530 
448 
456 
524 
49.7 
71.6 
28.5 
31.2 
64.4 
50.8 
38.4 
50.1 
46.6 
36.5 
32.2 
41.9 
28.3 
8.0 
30.8 
85 
176 
0 
109 
140 
16 
135 
178 
135 
173 
"- 
-" 
- " -" 
136 
a 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
ci 
H 
I 
3 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
0.167  0.8 
.189  0.9 
.096 
2.3 
3.5 
.167 3.6 
-170 5.8 
7.6 ""_ 8.5 
.172 10.0 
.159 11.0 
"" 13.5 
.167 14.5 ----- 16.0 ----- 30.6 
""_ 
.154 31.1 
4,220 
12,600 
""" 
""" 
7,020 
7,120 
614 
6,750 
8,300 
4,930 
7,250 
""" 
""_ 
4,19 0 
-"" 
(g) 533 combustor (reference 11) 
A.S.T.M. d i s t i l l a t i o n  
percentage evaporated 
( O N  
Aniline 
po in t  
(OF> 
Anlline- 
g r a v i t y  
cons tant 
:arbon 
iepo - 
;I t i o n  
,grams 1 
8.7 
3.0 
0.4 
4.4 
4.0 
4.8 
3.3 
3.2 
3.0 
2.8 
6.6 
4.3 
3.5 
6.5 
0.4 
2.4 
3.0 
Gravity 
( OAPI) 
Volu- 
metric 
average 
b o i l i n g  
temper- 
ature 
(OF) 
10 
50 I 90 
344 
148 
140 
180 
193 
203 
200 
248 
165 
150 
158 
154 
150 
350 
154 
150 
222 
383 
33 2 
33 5 
340 
364 
3 77 
352 
359 
322 
310 
347 
330 
310 
3 74 
309 
311 
298 
36.9 
46 .O 
47.1 
45.8 
43.7 
42.1 
44.3 
41.6 
46 .O 
53 .O 
41.7 
49.6 
53.0. 
38.4 
50.6 
52.3 
45.0 
"- "- -" 
118 
114 
111 
108 
70 
85 "- "- -" "- "- "- "- 
58 
"" 380 424 
346 503 
354 510 
339 502 
375 524 
395 533 
350 506 
345 484 
333 469 
310 470 
"" 
5400 
4980 
4670 
4780 
"" 
a i 0  
3910 
J 
K 
"" 
365 519 
310 I 527 "" L 
M 
"" 
"" 
"" 
310 470 
370 402 
307 466 
310 474 
302 369 
N 
0 "" 
P 
Q 
"" 
2610 
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TABLE I1 - FUEL ANALYSES AND CARBON-DEPOSITION RESULTS - Concluded 
Fuel A.S.T.M. distillation I (OF) 1 percentage +raprated 
(h) J42 combus tor  (reference . 26) w97 
253 
156 
153 
442 
163 
K 192 
aValue not 
336 
316 
370 
369 
381 
212a 
220 
212- - 
506 
330 
483 
consi 
-
si 
90 
480 
4  52 
491 
445 
453 
466 
372 
482 
585 
557 
572 
tent WiI 
vo lu - 
metric 
average 
boiling 
temper- 
ature 
(OF) 
333 
321 
3  53 
33  6 
366 
264 
245 
2 79 
500 
3  50 
416 
.. . . .  - 
I other 
7 
- 
I I 
:n temperatures. 
k G " L L . - . : s  1 - ;- , ,j . .  - .  -.  
bValues,not consistent  with  reported  values  of  specific  gravity. 
Specific 
gravit 
60°/60 B F 
0.79 
.78 
.77 
.79 
.79 
.76 
.75 
.77 
.85 
.78 
"" 
...... "
.stillatic
Gravity 
( ~ A P I  ) 
Hydrogen 
carbon 
ratio 
46. gb 
51. Ob 
51. gb 
48 .gb 
46. gb 
""- 
""- 
""- 
""- ""- 
""- 
(i) J33 combustor  (references 28 and 29) 
0.16 
.16 
.16 
.16 
.16 
.17 
.16 
-16 
.15 
.17 
.16 
. . . . .  
Fuel Hydrogen Specific Gravi ty  Volu- A.S.T.M. dJstillatlon 
.j.l 
( F) carbon gravity (OAPI) metric 
percentage  evaporated rat io 600/6QOF average 
10 
. 
ature 
temper- 90 50 
boiling 
(OF) 
A 
,158 .a35  38.0 511 sa0 508 446 D 
,160 .808  43.6 40 2 446 399 361 C 
.140 .856  33.8 414 471 412 358 B 
0.161 0.811 43.0 397 457 385 349 
. .- -. . ..,, . . . . .  ... . . . . .  ,..._ .-r. . . . .  .,f ..: . : I 
depo - 
sition 
(grams 1 
4 
74 .O 
19.3 
22.5 
29.8 
50.7 
54.1 
22.7 
84.3 
28.4 
15.7 
21.3 
Carbon 
depo - 
sition 
(gram6 1 
11 
45 
16 
26 
. .  
"
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TABIZ 111 - FUEL V0LATII;ITY SPEClFICATIOBS AmD AXALYSE3 
Fuel 
Specifi- 
cation 
Specifi- 
cation 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
s 
T 
A.S.T.M. dis t i l l a t ion  
(9) 
Percentage evaporated 
10 
"- 
250 (max ) 
157 
157 
164 
356 
159 
150 
320 
151 
182 
220 
221 
323 
322 
242 
247 
17 7 
230 
254 
158 
152 
90 
~ 
400(&) 
-" 
473 
500 
501 
405 
468 
242 
358 
502 
515 
513 
353 
369 
328 
398 
403 
433 
457 
432 
500 
477 
5-7 
2-3 
5.4 
5.1 
4.8 
0 
6.3 
6.2 
0 
5.4 
5.0 
2.58. 
5.7& 
0 
0 
2.0 
2.0 
6.5 
2 .o 
3.08 
4.5 
6 .O 
MIL-F-56248 
grade 
Jp-3 
m-4 
JP -3 
JP-3 
JP-3 
JP-3 
"" 
"" 
"" 
JP-3 
JP-3 
n-4 
"" -"- 
"" 
m-4 
JP-4 
JP-3 
n-4 
JP-4 
JP-3 
JP-3 
.. 
Explosion 
Air-flow 
Ccunbuertion 
air  c-" 
Regulating  valves 
altitude exhawt 
=57 
Z Z X  
.. . .  
I 
I 
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14( 
-P 
4J E 
12 c 
1oc 
80 
60 
40 
20 
37 
Carbon deposition, grams 
(a) 533 combustor. 
Figure 2.  - Correlation of NACA carbon-deposition data w i t h  funution 
of aromatic content and A.S .T.M. 80-percent d i s t i U a t i o n  temperature. 
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100 
Carbon depositLon, grams 
(b) Annular combustor. 
Figure 2 .  - Concluded. Correlation of N S A  ~caxbon-depoeitioa data with 
function of aromatic  content and A.S .T .M. 8 0 - p e h k t   d i a t i l l a t i o n  
temperature. - " - " . . ." . . .  
2422 
. .  
1 
N N A  
600 550 500 450 400 350 300 250 200 150 1 2 4 6  8 10 20 40 60 83 100 
Volumetric average  boiling t e m p a d a r e ,  9 Carbon aeposition, g m ~ ~  
(a) J33 combustor. 
Figure 3. - Correlation of NACA carbon-deposition data d t h  funotion of hydrogen-carbon  ratio a d  volumetrio 
average boiling teurperuture. 
.. . . ..... . 
Ib 
0 
600 550 500 450 400 350 ' 800 250 200 WO 
volumetrio average boiling tempature, 9 Carbon deposition, grama 
(b) Annular ccoobnstor. 
Figure 3.. - Comluded. Correlation of AWA carbon-deposltlon data vith functlon of hydrogen-carbon  ratio 8nd 
volumetrtc average boiling tenperature. 
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(a) 531 oombuetor (table =(a)). 
Figure 4. - Correlation of o a r b o n 4 e p l t i o n  d ~ t a  with function of h@ogen-oarbon ra t io  and volumetrio 
average bolling temperature. 
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(0) 531 cdustor (table n ( a ) ) .  
Figure 4. - Continuel. Correlation of carbon-depositlon dah with funct ion of hydrogen-carbon r a t i o  and 
volumetrio  average boiling temperahre. 
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Volumetrio average bo i l ing  temperakrre, % Carbon deposition, @anm 
(e) 542 combustor (table I I ( h ) ) .  
Figure 4. - Contiwed. Correlation of oarbon-deposltion data with  funotion of hydrogen-carbon 
r a t i o  and volumetrio average boiling temperature. 
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Volumetric average boiling teqperatuxe, ?F 
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Carbon depoeltlon, grams 
(f) 333 ccmbuetor (table II(1)). 
Figwe 4 .  - Comludd.  Correlation of aarbon-depoaition da- wfth fumtion of hydrogen- 
carbon ra t io  and volumetric average boiling tenperatwe. 
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Figure 5. - Correlation of NACA carbon-depositlon data with  function of gravity and volumetric 
average  boiling t empmture .  
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(a) Annular ccanbllstor. 
Figure 5 .  - Concluded. Correlation of NPCA oarbon4eposition data with  function of gravity and 
volumetric average boiling temperature. 
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(a) J33 cambustar (table I(a) ) . 
Carbon deposition, grams 
(b) J33 cambuator (table I I ( b ) ) .  
Figure 6.  - Correlation of carbon-deposition data 
with gravity. 
50 
( 0 )  533 combuetor (table II(e)) 
NACA RM E52B14 
Carbon deposition, - 
(d) 533 cambuetor (table I I (g ) ) .  
Flgure 6. - Continued.  Correlation of oarbon-depo6itlon b'ta vith gravity. 
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(e) 533 ccmbustor (table II(i) ) . 
( f )  531 cambustor ( table  =(a)). 
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Figure 6 .  - Conoluded. Correlation of carbon-depoaltion data v i t h  gravity. 
.. . .. 
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Volumetrio average boiling temperature, '?F 
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Carbon deposition, pame 
Figure 7. - Correlation of MICA oarbon-deposltion data (533) with function o f  hy8mgen-oarbon ratio 
entlmated from Linden correlation of volumetric average boiling temperature,  gravity, and aniline 
point (referenoe 9) and volumetric average boiling temperature.  
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Figure 8,  - Concluded. Correlation of carbon-deposition data w i t h  
aniline-gravity aonstant. 
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Figure 9. - Ccau?luded. Correlation of carbon-deposition data w i t h  smoking tendency. 
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Bigure 10. - Correlation of NACA carbon-deposltlon data vlth  funation af smklng tendewy and volumetric average 
boiling tempelature. 
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Figure lo. - Conoluded. Correlation of NACA carbon-depositlon data vlth  function of e w k i ~ 8  tendemy and 
volumetric average boiling temperature. 
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Figure 11. - Correlation of W A  533 carbon-deposition data with 5-inch pot burner carbon- 
depositton data (unpublished). 
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Carbon deporiirtion, grams 
(b) Tubular cambustor (unpublished data). 
Figure 12. - Concluded. Correlation of carbon-rleposition data with flame- 
plate deposition data (unpublished). - 
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Hydrogen-carbon ratio by chemical analysis 
(a) Watson correlation of meart average boiling temperature and gravity (reference 8 ) .  
Figure 13. - C a n p a x i s o n  of hydrogen-carbon ratios of fuels determined from chemical 
analysis Kith those estimated f i a u  two cOrrelation methods. 
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Hydrogen-carbon ra t io  by chemFcsl andyeis 
(b)  Linden correlation of mean average boiling temperature and gravity (reference 9 ) .  
Figure 13. - Concluded. Camparison of hydrogen-carban ratios of fuels determined fran 
"" 
chemical analysis with thoae estimated from two c o r r & t l ~  methode. 
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Figure 15. - Fuel blending curve of smoke-lamp flame heights. 
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Figure 16. - Range of BACA K faotor of fuels used at Naval Air Teet Center, Patuxmt River, "y lard .  
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